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THE CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT: A CONFRONTATION OF 
ACCENTOLOGICAL CLASSES AS DOCUMENTED IN SLOVENE 

Lew R. Micklesen 

In this paper I shall be making reference to accentological 
classes established centuries ago in all the Slavic languages. As is 
known, many investigators in the area of Slavic accentology confine 
themselves to the following ~hree accentological classes: 1) barytonic 
(root stress), 2) oxytonic (final stress), and 3) mobile (various pat
terns of root vs. final stress). These may be nicely exemplified among 
masculine nouns in Russian: 

Barytonic Oxytonic Mobile 

rak raki v noZI zub zuby noz 
raka rakov noza v,. noze] zuba zub6v 
raku rakam 

v, 
nozu nozam zubu zuMm 

raka rakov v noZI zub zuby noz 
rakom rakami noz6m nozami zubom zuMmi 
rake rakax 

v, 
noze nozax zube zuMx 

The above classes are valid as indicators of a certain stage in the 
history of Slavic accentology, but they do not coincide exactly with 
the primary accentological classes. The primary classes are the 
barytonic class, as illustrated above, that most likely arose in the 
case of laryngealized root syllables; the oxytonic class, which cor
responds not to the above oxytonic class but to the mobile class; and 
the final-columnar class that is the forerunner of the oxytonic class 
above. The primary oxytonic class was characterized by having the 
stress throughout the paradigm on the last syllable of each form. The 
final-columnar class arose because the stress was placed just after a 
consonantal derivational morpheme. In the case of "noz" above the 
derivational element is -j-, and the underlying basic stem would be 
nogh + i' with the stress placed after the -i- in all forms of the 
paradigm, i.e., on the first syllable of the desinence. In other words, 
Qxytonic words are basic un derived words, while all derivatives with 
a nonlaryngealized root are final-columnar words. 

What I would like to do in this paper is to account for the 
development of the basic mobile pattern from the originaloxytonic 
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pattern. I would like to show that the mobile pattern arose because 
of certain tensions created between the old oxytonic and final
columnar patterns and because there was a strong tendency to pre
serve some degree of difference between accentological patterns. The 
tensions mentioned above are the result of the coincidence of stress 
on monosyllabic desinences in both oxytonic and final-columnar 
stress patterns. I shall argue that the confrontation of the two pat
terns in monosyllabic desinences caused the stress in the case of 
oxytonic words, with essentially a marginal or peripheral stress, to 
shift from the final mora of the word to the other · extreme, the 
absolutely initial mora of the word. It is also very important to note 
that, when this retraction occurred on an initial long syllable (-VV-, 
-VR-), the stress landed on the first mora of such dimoric combina-

p , 

tions (-VV-, -VR-); and the so-called circumflex accent was born. 
This was definitely not an accentual structure inherited from Indo
European, as is frequently assumed. Even though this was a Com
mon Slavic development, I want to address the problem primarily in 
terms of Slovene because of the interesting evidence contained in 
this language. It is true that there are other later manifestations of 
tension between accentological classes in Slovene, but here I want 
to concentrate on this first very critical one. 

Let us turn to an examination of the evidence. Most of our 
discussion will involve various oxytonic patterns, but we must first 
of all establish the final-columnar pattern as a point of reference 
because of the suggested contrast between certain oxytonic and 
final-columnar forms. This pattern is characteristic of !o-stems and 
various other derived o-stems. For convenience I use the io-stem -
noun "konj" as an example because I have ready access to the entire 
paradigm in Conservative Standard Slovene. 1 

Pre-Slavic 

Singular Plural 

N kon + i +6s kon + i + 6is - - -, 
G kon + i +5d kon + i + 6m - -
D kon + i + 6u kon + i + 6 + mus - - -
A kon+i+6m kon + i + 6ns - -
Ikon + i + 6 + mi kon + i + 6is - - -
L kon + i + 6i kon + i + 6i + su - - - -
V kon + i + 6u - -

N/A/V 
G/L 
D/I 

Dual 

kon + i + '0 -
kon + i + 6us - -
kon + i + 6 + rna -
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Slovene 

N konj k6nji N/A k6nja 
G k6nja k6nj D/I k6njema 

• 

D k6nju k6njem 
A k6nja k6nje 
I k6njem k6nji 

• 

L konju/k6nju k6njih 
• • 

All we want to derive from this display is that the Slovene paradigm 
does point directly to the final-columnar stress postulated for the 
pre-Slavic paradigm. The' accent in the NS is the neo-acute accent 
on a short vowel. The ' accent on the close 0 in the GP is the neo
acute on a short vowel lengthened secondarily in this case form in 
both Slovene and Serbo-Croatian. All the other accents are on long 
open;) and are the result of a late retraction from a final short vowel 
to a preceding short vowel that was subsequently lengthened to;) : 
under stress. The alternative LS form konju is apparently an ana
logical form introduced to distinguish between the DS and LS since 
this distinction is consistently made in the reflexes of the oxytonic 
paradigms and has been carried over to the final-columnar pattern. 

The oxytonic paradigms, which are distributed over u-stems, 
i-stems, and un derived o-stems, will furnish us with the kind of evi
dence we need to explore the fairly complex problem of tension 
between final-columnar and oxytonic paradigms in monosyllabic 
desinences. Again in each case the pre-Slavic paradigm is listed to 
underscore the nature of the desinences and the relationship of this 
paradigm to the corresponding Slovene paradigm. The first oxytonic 
paradigm will be that for the u-stems. 

u-stems Pre-Slavic 

Singular Plural Dual 

N sun + us sun + ou + es N/A/V - ~ sun + u -
G sun + 6us sun + ou + 6m G/L sun + ou + 6us - - - -, 
D sun + ou + ei sun + u + mus D/I sun + u + rna - -
A sun + urn sun + uns , 
I sun + u + mt sun + u + mis 
L - . sun + ou + 1 sun + u + su -, 
V sun + ou -
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Slovene 

N A • A • 
N/A sina/sinova sm smovl 

• 

G sinu/sina · , D/I sinoma/ sinovoma smov 
• • 

D A • A smu smovom 
• 

A sinu/sina • A smove 
• 

I A sinmf smom 
L sfnu sinovih 

• 

In spite of the fact that u-stems survive in the modern Slavic lan
guages with their characteristic endings employed only in certain 
cases and with their specific u-stem suffix only in plural forms; they 
are of strategic importance to us because they were exclusively oxy
tonic, and, when they did influence o-stem paradigms both ac
centologically and formally, they affected primarily oxytonic 
o-stems. From this u-stem paradigm we should learn that the follow
ing cases have monosyllabic desinences: NS, GS, AS, N/ ADu. The 
same case forms in the final-columnar io-stem paradigm have mono-

" 

syllabic desinences; and, if our theory of tension is valid, we would 
expect retraction of the stress in oxytonic words to the first mora of 
the word with the concomitant appearance of the circumflex accent. 
Among the forms with monosyllabic desinences we find such a cir
cumflex in the NS, GS, and N/ADu. The results are illusory, however, 
in Slovene because the only legitimate circumflex on the first 
syllable is that in the NS. In Slovene after the loss of final jers all 
oxytonic forms with initial stress on either a long or short syllable 
advanced the stress by one syllable, thereby establishing a circumflex 
accent on the next syllable. This means that sina in GS, N/ADu is an 
analogical form probably based on the NS and that simi (GS), sin(we 
(AP) , and sin¢va (N/ADu) are forms with the expected circumflex 
accent on the following syllable. It is true that sin¢ve and sin¢va have 
the -ov- extension (i.e., a disyllabic desinence), but they are respond
ing accentologically to a general pattern established among other 
oxytonic classes with monosyllabic desinences. The same can be said 
for the NP form sin¢vi, which, while it has an underlying disyllabic 
desinence, is nevertheless obeying a general rule. All this will become 
clearer as we proceed through the discussion of other oxytonic stem 
types. The pre-Slavic form of the LS, sunoyf, Il\ay require some 
explanation. The usual formulation is given as sunol!: with either an 
original or secondary stress on the final long diphthong, 2 which in 
the latter case supposedly attracted the stress because of its inherent 
rising quality. Our thesis, on the other hand, affinl1s that the original 
desinence was disyllabic -01,.1 + i, attested elsewhere in Indo European,3 
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an ending that persisted through the period of the formation of the 
circumflex accent. At a later date presumably the stress was lost on 
the final short high vowel, the stress was retracted to the preceding 
vowel, and the final short -i was lost. The reader will also have noticed 
the DS stnu and IS stnom with no indication, i.e., s{nu, s{nom, of a 
former final stress with disyllabic desinences. As far as I know, there 
is no pertinent information in older Slovene, but Old Russian shows 
clearly an earlier final stress in the IS and some evidence for final 
stress in the DS.4 A discussion of the i-stem paradigm follows. 

i-stems Pre-Slavic 

Singular Plural Dual 
, 

N kost + fs kost + is 
, 

N/A/V kost + i 
G kost + eis kost + ei + 6m G/L kost + ei + 6us - - - -

D/I 
, 

D kost + ei + ei, kost + i + mus kost + i + rna - -
A kost + fm kost + ins , • 
I kost + i + iam kost + i + mi -
L kost + ei + f kost + i + su -
V k6st + ei . -

Slovene 

N kost kosti N/A kosti 
G kostf kostf D/I kostema 

• 

D kosti kostem 
• 

A kost kosti 
I kostjo kostmf 

• 

L kosti kosteh 
• 

The i-stem nouns will also yield important information for our 
purpose, for they are predominantly oxytonic (only a few of them 
are barytonic). In fact, they have become so thoroughly oxytonic that 
there seem to be no derivatives with an expected final-columnar 
stress. That is, suffixed nouns behave or seem to behave just as 
oxytonic nouns should, e.g., Slovene bolfst, celjust, jes?n, zel?n, and 
the same is true of prefixed derivatives, which should have a columnar 
stress on the root syllable, e.g., nam?n, o bIas t, POV?st, all with a 
stress typical of oxytonic nouns. The pre-Slavic paradigm above 
shows that the same cases (plus the NP) have monosyllabic desinences 
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as among the u-stems: NS, GS, AS, NP, AP, N/ADu. This implies that 
a retraction will take place to the initial mora in these forms; and, 
indeed, we find perfect correspondence among the Slovene forms if 
we take into consideration the expected advancement of stress in the 
GS, NP, AP, and N/ADu. Some scholars may object to my assump
tions about the underlying forms for the DS and the LS. As is well 
known, the DS ending -j in extant i-stems is usually ascribed to the 
influence of the DS for the la-stems, and the LS is usually considered 
to consist only of the thematic suffix -e!. I would advocate a strict 
parallelism with the u-stem paradigm. In the case of the DS it is easily 
possible to assume the following development of the disyllabic , 
desinence: -ei + ei > -btl'> -i. The LS desinence -ei + i could have .. ... .., ... 
developed into - !i and then -i, or the s!ress on the final short -i 
could have been lost so that -eii > -ei > -i, as I suggested in the case - . 
of the u-stem LS. The Slovene indication of an earlier final stress in 
kosti (DS) is supposed to be only an imitation of the LS; but laksches 

notes that in Trubar and in dialects one finds a final stress in the DS, 
and Kolesov6 notes that Lorentz in his work on Slovincian asserts 
that the root stress there in the DS is secondary. When we inspect 
some other i-stem paradigms, we are first of all encouraged by the 
fact that a pluralia tan tum noun like ljudj? has the same accento
logical paradigm as kost: NP ljudj?, GP ljudf, DP ljud~m, AP ljudt, 
IP ljudml, LP lju#h. This paradigm does raise a question about the 
NP form ljudj? The ending here was originally associated with 
masculine i-stems such as *ghost + ei + es, a disyllabic desinence that 
eventually yielded gostbje. The problem here is whether the stress 
was or was not retracted from this disyllabic desinence; and, if it 
was, whether by phonetic or purely analogical means. Former i-stems 
such as ljudj?, tati?, golobje, gospodje, gosti?, and crvj~ and oxytonic 
o-stems such as volei?, vozi?, zobj~, mo,#?, and las# look interesting 
but do not give real proof that the stress was retracted from the -bje. 
There are a few NP forms like gostje, grobje with the stress on an 
open :> hinting at a later retraction from a final short vowel to a pre
ceding short vowel, but this apparent development could be vitiated 
by competing NP forms gosti, grobi also with open:>, indicating 
nothing more than an analogical alliance with final-columnar nouns. 
It is quite possible that gost N survived the oxytonic retraction as a 
disyllabic desinence and then succumbed to a neo-acute retraction 
over the medial jer and yielded gostje with a stressed close o. Then 
analogical forces in this type of paradigm advanced the stress to give 
all the nominative plurals cited above. Since we have the same prob
lem with the NP of u-stems (-0\1 + es, where there is no medial jer) 
we might also claim that in the case of these two disyllabic desinences 
the circumflex retraction did take place but only by analogical 
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pressure from great numbers of feminine i-stem nouns and o-stem 
nouns, where the NP had monosyllabic desinences. Another apparent 
problem is lodged in the accentology of the numerals 5-10, where the 
Slavic languages show retraction in the N: Sn. pet, deset, SCr. pet, 
deset, Russ. desjat', but a final stress in the G: Sn. petih, desetih, 
Russ. pjatt, desjatl Stang7 has discussed this problem at some length, 
and I agree with him that these words are all derivatives with a basic 
final-columnar stress. Only the N/A forms have undergone retraction. 
This possibility is especially clear in Slovene, where sedem and osem 
have the neo-acute accent we expect from a substantive with a final
columnar stress. 

So far we have been able to establish quite satisfactorily on the 
basis of the u-stem and i-stem nouns that in all six cases, NS, GS, AS, 
NP, AP, N/ADu, where there was an essentially monosyllabic 
desinence, retraction has taken place in these predominantly oxy
tonic paradigms. The next task is to examine oxytonic o-stems, 
whose desinences are closely related to those of all the final-columnar 
paradigms. 

a-stems Pre-Slavic 

Singular Plural Dual 

N ghombh + 6s ghombh +6js N/A/V 
, 

ghombh + 0 , 
G/L ghombh + 6lJs G ghombh + od ghombh + 6m , 

D ghombh + 6lJ ghombh + 0 + mus D/I ghombh + 0 + rna 
A ghombh +6m ghombh + 6ns 
I ghombh + 0 + mf ghombh + 6is 
L ghombh + 6i ghombh + oi + §u 
V gh6mbh + e 

Slovene 

N zob zobje/zobovi N/A zoba 
• 

G zoba/zoba z6b/zob6v D/I zobema 
• • 

D zobu zobem 
• 

A zob zobe 
I zobom zobmf 
L z6bu zoMh 

• 
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This oxytonic paradigm requires some careful discussion because in 
the pre-Slavic paradigm we have more than the usual six cases with 
monosyllabic desinences, in fact, five additional ones: DS, LS, GP, 
IP, and G/LDu. There is a strong temptation to invoke the accento
logical pressure of the i- and u-stem paradigms, particularly of the 
u-stem paradigm, which has greatly influenced the o-stems; but we 
shall first have to examine the details. I see no other recourse in the 
case of the GP and G/LDu, especially since the i- and u-stem endings 
have had a tremendous influence on the o-stems throughout the 
Slavic languages. That leaves the DS, LS, and IP for further con
sideration. It seems that the original LS can be dealt with fairly 
easily. The original ending was compounded of the paradigmatic 
theme vowel -0- plus the specific locative suffix -i. The two had to 
form the monosyllabic diphthong -6i, and the stress would have 
been retracted from this syllable to the first mora of the word. This 
initial stress is amply attested even in Old Russian, and this retrac
tion may account in O1d Russian for the location of stress on syllabic 
prepositions in the LS: 8 0 boze, na brode, vor na vore, na druze, na 
muzi, 0 cvete, po truse. It is very likely that the u-stem desinence -u 
appeared first of all in the LS of oxytonic o-stems after the retraction 
took place in order to combat the homonymous desinences that had 
appeared in the LS and DS of the o-stems. The original DS ending -e 
would have developed apparently from the thematic vowel -0 plus 
the usual dative case morpheme -ei, which would combine to yield 
-ot > -e. This monosyllabic ending would also have favored retraction 
of the stress to the initial syllable. We therefore have a situation after 
retraction among oxytonic o-stems where both the DS and LS end in 
unstressed -e. This homonymity was then relieved by the appearance 
of stressed -u from the u-stem paradigm in the LS. This -us that had 
become established among the oxytonic nouns in the LS could have 
spread to oxytonic nouns in the DS if the stress were kept different 
in each case, that is, on the stem in the DS and on the ending in the 
LS. After that the -u ending could have become generalized in the 
dative of all o-stem accentological classes to provide a further distinc
tion between the two cases. In languages like Slovene and Serbo
Croatian the -u ending spread subsequeritly throughout all accento
logical classes in the LS as well. If the stress was retracted in the DS, 
the question arises why was it not consistently advanced to the next 
syllable as in mozu, bogU? It is possible that it occurred only rarely 
because speakers wanted to maintain an accentual distinction be
tween the dative with root-stress and the locative with desinential 
stress. Jaksche9 states that a final stress was quite well attested in the 
DS in the older literature. The advancement of stress could have 
taken place after the loss of jers, and the stress was later readjusted 
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to the initial position. The IS zabom with no hint of a former final 
stress on a disyllabic desinence must be analogical. Both Old Russian 
and earlier Slovene attest final stress in this case; it is well attested in 
Slovene9 and fairly well attested in Old Russian. 8 

The last controversial case is the IP. As is known, the desinence 
here seems to be compounded of the thematic vowel -0 plus the case 
ending -is, yielding -ols. The usual hypothesis holds that the lo-stems 
produced -i from -lois> -ieis > -i and that this ending forced a cor
responding ending -y from stems ending in nonpalatalized consonants. 
This monosyllabic desinence would presumably have permitted re
traction to the initial syllable, but the evidence is not clear either in 
Old Russian or in Slovene. Koiesov10 states that a root-stress pre
dominates, and he records about twice as many instances of root
stress as of end-stress. This would indicate that the stress did retract 
at one time but advanced again because of the homonymy with 
nominative and accusative plural forms. Where desinences from other 
paradigms are used in Old Russian, the clearly predominant stress is 
-ami, -mi, as expected in disyllabic end-stressed forms of these two 
types. The situation is less clear in Slovene, where IP forms aug
mented by -ov- as in bregavi, grobavi, vozavi are not particularly 

• • • 

instructive because they follow the nominative plural. Just as in 
Russian, a number of oxytonic nouns have the ending -m!: crvmi, 
gostmi, rogml, vozml, but only some indication that the oxytonic 
accentual pattern was maintained. Some of the same words have 
alternative IP forms like: crvi, g(>sti, vrti. This could give some indi
cation that the stress was retracted in this case form, but the same 
pattern may also be found among modem reflexes of final-columnar 
nouns: kanji, st(>li. No clear-cut decision is possible here, but the 
evidence in Old Russian with a predominance of root-stressed forms 
leads me to assume a retraction here followed by a restoration of 
oxytonicity by means of desinences from other paradigms probably 
because of the homonymity with AP forms. 

The very same can be said for the GP and G/LDu forms, which 
I perhaps dismissed too abruptly above. It is just possible that here 
too a retraction occurred in the initial mora. Kolesovll gives us only 
one interesting example, lz .. iuk.,., for a GP with an indication of 
retraction; but, on the other hand, we have voios in the modem 
language and a few GP forms in Slovene like !as, m9z, r9g, v9z, Z9b 
that belie any retraction. It may have occurred sporadically but was 
curtailed by the identity of the resulting form with the N/ AS. In the 
face of the slim evidence for retraction in these five case forms 
compiled above, it may be expedient to consider them as at least 
candidates for retraction that fell under the influence of disyllabic 
desinences from the essentially oxytonic i-stems and u-stems. 
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There is some evidence for oxytonicity among neuter nouns. 
For illustration I juxtapose the singular and dual for an oxytonic and 
a final-columnar paradigm. The plural is not of particular interest in 
this case because secondary shifts of stress have occurred to maintain 
a contrast between the singular and plural paradigms. 

Slovene 

Oxytonic Final-Columnar 

Singular Dual Singular Dual 

N polje N/A polji N okno N/A 6kni 
• • 

G polja D/I poljema G 6kna D/I 6knoma 
• 

D polju D 6knu 
• 

A polje A 6kno 
• 

I poljem I 6knom 
• 

L polju L 6knu 
• 

In the above oxytonic paradigm we want to take notice of the evi
dence of stress advancement in the N/AS and GS. The GS had the 
same monosyllabic desinence as in the masculine o-stems. The N/ AS 
also had a monosyllabic desinence, most likely originating in the 
pronominal ending for the same cases -od > -0, and then implying 
the usual retraction and the subsequent Slovene advancement. The 
rest of the cases display the secondary circumflex accent that is 
characteristic of many situations that are not the product of the two 
analogical retractions occurring some time after the loss of the jers. 
In the LS we would expect P9lju, but it appears that we have the 
regularized p(Jlju because there were no neuter u-stems. In the 
N/ADu we would expect poljt; here as well as in the D/IDu we find 
the same accentual leveling. Obviously there are more analogical 
forces at work among neuter nouns than among masculine nouns. 

The short forms of the adjectives yield the same results as the 
nominal paradigms we have examined. The short forms appear only 
in the nominative case. I list below examples from the masculine and 
neuter singular and masculine plural. The feminine form is not per
tinent here; the a-stem declension has basically a final-columnar 
accentual pattern, i.e., there is no accentological opposition here. 
Any evidence of retraction and subsequent advancement of stress 
among the a-stems as AS goro, N/AP gore seems to be analogically 
induced. 
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Masculine 

bhel + 6s 
gal + 6s 
dhabhr + 6s 

bhos + 6s 
mold + 6s 

Ml 
gol 
d6ber 

bas 
mlad 
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Pre-Slavic 

Final-Co lumnar 

Neuter 

bhe1 + od 
gal + 6d 
dhabhr + 6d 

Oxytonic 

bhos + 6d 
mold + 6d 

Slovene 

Final-Co lumnar 

Mlo 
g6lo 
d6bro 

Oxytonic 

bosa 
mlada 

Masculine Plural 

bhe1 + 6is -
gal + 6is 
dhabhr + 6is 

bhos + 6is -
mold + 6is 

Mli 
g6li 
d6bri 

bosi 
mladi 

-

-

In the Slovene oxytonic forms we see clearly the same accentological 
picture as among the nouns with evidence of retraction in the 
masculine singular forms and retraction plus advancement in the 
neuter singular and masculine plural forms. The masculine singular 
final-columnar forms show the expected neo-acute accent, while the 
other forms exhibit the much later retraction from short final syl- . 
lables to preceding long and short syllables. 

The reader is undoubtedly aware of the fact that there are other 
instances of this kind of retraction from monosyllabic desinences 
found here and there in the Slavic verbal system. These are only 
analogical manifestations of this shift, however, because in all the 
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categories listed below the forms are derivative and all had an original 
fmal-columnar stress. From the examples below it will be obvious 
that analogy seems to have promoted retraction just in the case of 
inherently oxytonic verbal stems and just in those instances where 
oxytonic and final columnar forms would be expected to clash. In 
these verbal forms, however, there would ostensibly be no direct 
confrontation between a final-columnar stress and an oxytonic stress. 
All oxytonic forms would be stressed originally either on the syllable 
containing the derivational consonant or on the absolutely final 
syllable of the word. All other verb stems would have the stress on 
the preceding thematic vowel, and there would be no accentological 
confrontation. This is a complex issue. At the present time and in 
view of all the evidence I would prefer to state that the derivatives 
of oxytonic stems have a final-columnar stress, as expected, and that 
the indications of oxytonicity in the forms below are analogical in 
origin. Here are the categories where this change has been or is docu
mented in the Slavic languages: 

Present Active Participle (in origin) 

Russian: gljlidja, m6lea; Slovene: glede, molee; 
Serbo-Croatian: h~te, n~hote 

• 

Past Active Participle 

Old Russian: s6zvav"b, micen"b, stv6riV'b, p6Ziv"b 

Perfect Participle 

Russian: pr6dal, pr6dalo; 
Serbo-Croatian: 

Slovene: gostn, gostilo; 
p~pio, p~pno 

Past Passive Participle 

Russian: zanjat, zanjato; Slovene: zacet, zaceto; 
Serbo-Croatian: ~ran, ~rano 

Supine 

Slovene: letet, smejat, kovat, ucit, brat 
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There are, however, two cases in the Slavic verbal system where 
there seems to have been original tension between oxytonic and 
final-columnar paradigms just as in the case of the nominal system. 
The first instance is a historical and dialectal phenomenon that has 
undoubtedly been readjusted in the modern literary languages and 
the other dialects. It 'concerns a retraction to the initial syllable of 
first person singular forms in medieval Russian and in some Bulgarian 
dialects. I cite some examples as listed by Stang. 12 

Old Rli ~ian 

lezu, velju, st6ju 
g6vorju, p610zu, s6tvorju, v~rju 
pdvedu, p6trjasu, v6zzovu, z6vu, Zfvu 

Bulgarian Dialects 

ceta, pIa, plet~, rekt 

As the data show, this retraction appears only in the first person 
singular of oxytonic verbs. This is the one personal form where the 
stress in oxytonic and final-columnar verbs coincides. In all other 
personal forms oxytonic verbs would have stresses like -esf, -isf; -et' , 
-it' , etc., while final-columnar verbs would be stressed as follows: 
-esi, -fsi; -etb, -itb, etc. The predominance of the final stress among 
oxytonic stems shifted the stress to the final syllable of the 1 sg. 
form in time. These data have prompted Stang and other investi
gators13 to postulate an original initial stress in the I sg., but it is 
much more reasonable to assume an original final stress in view of 
the rationale behind the retraction proposed here. 

The second case of original retraction is not so clear because it 
has been attended by numerous analogical developments. It shows 
up in the 2/3 sg. aorist forms in Serbo-Croatian, where originally the 
personal endings -s and -t were suffixed to the whole roster of verbal 
stems and once again tension would have been created between 
oxytonic and final-columnar forms. I repeat that analogy has greatly 
obscured this particular process of retraction, but it must have begun 
with oxytonic stems because all with one exception underwent the 
retraction. Thus, the following retractions must have taken place 
among oxytonic stems: 
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nes + e + sit > n~se 
za = kIJn + sit > zirkle 
zuv + a + sit > z ' vas/t > zva 

iz = trens + e + sit > istrese 
iz = p,et + sit > ispi 
or + a + sit > ~ni , 

iz = bir + a + sit > izb ras/t > lZbra , 
10m + i + sit > mmi 

, 
PO! + i + sit > p~ji 

The only exception to this retraction among oxytonic stems is found 
in stems in -e-: 

, 
tbrp + e + sit > tfpe 

, 
gor + e + sit > gore 

where we see only the results of the 15th-century Stokavian retrac
tion. There are possibly two factors which may have combined to 
prevent the expected retraction: 1) a final-columnar verb like , 
raz = urn + e + sit > razume did not undergo retraction, 2) the great 
predominance of the theme vowel -a- among thematic oxytonic 
verbs. Note that the retraction readily occurs when the -e- was , 
changed to -a-: za = d rZ + a + sit > z~drza. 

Final-columnar verbs that seem to have also undergone retrac
tion in the 2/3 sg. aorist fall into three classes: 1) the -i-/-a- class, 
2) the -a-/-a-class, and 3) the -n-/-nu class: 

1) knpova, c~sa, zlttrepeta; pisa, veza 
2) zliigra, rlizvenca; razbiva, valja 
3) minii, t~nii 

Note in classes 1) and 2) that a long root-vowel just before the 
stressed thematic -a- prevented the retraction. It seems that, when 
the retraction did occur in these two classes, it was inspired by 
oxytonic verbs with an -a- because the latter all contained short 
vowels before the theme vowel, e.g., izbbra, doz1>va, izora, okova, 
etc. In the case of the -n-/-nu- verbs retraction occurred probably by 
virtue of the general tendency towards an initial stress. There are also 
no original oxytonic stems in this class. Initial stress in the 2/3 sg. 
aorist extends analogically even to barytonic stems, but it is limited 
to barytonic stems with thematic vowels except -e-: p(jgazi, p(jginu, 
p(jgieda, p(jmazii, (jbjedova; but zasede, dostiZe (the -e in the pre
ceding two examples is not a thematic vowel; it is a fill-vowel), razbi 
(the -i here is part of the root), izvide (this -e is a bona fide thematic 
vowel). Note that the final-e and -a in trpe, razume, veza and razbiva 
were shortened because they were stressed -ees/t, -aas/t at the critical 
time when old acute syllables were shortened. The unstressed -lis/t, 
-aas/t, and -uus/t did not shorten at that time and were protected 
from shortening subsequently by their final consonants. 
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We have seen that in every morphological situation where 
oxytonic paradigms clash accentologically with final-columnar para
digms in monosyllabic desinences, there is ample evidence for the 
migration of the stress from the final syllable of oxytonic forms to 
their initial syllable. In this way in inflectional forms such as the NS, 
GS, AS, NP, AP, and N/ADu among oxytonic nouns, the 1 sg. pre
sent tense and the 2/3 sg. aorist among oxytonic verbs, the so-called 
old circumflex accent was produced on long vowels or diphthongs 
in initial syllables and a regular stress on short vowels in the same 
circumstances. 

University of Washington 
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